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1. Introduction
1
In this paper I will review the state of the text generation lexicon. I have two primary goals: 1) to give the reader an idea of what
is currently being done, by setting out some of the alternatives designers of generation lexicons have faced, the choices they
have made, and the implications of these choices for the types of lexical phenomena they have been able to represent. 2) to
suggest what a generation lexicon could do, i.e. what range of lexical phenomena is relevant to the generation task. These
issues will be addressed more or less in parallel throughout this paper, with more attention to the first goal in the first two
sections, and to the second in the last three sections.

The remainder of this Introduction discusses the issue of what kind of linguistic knowledge can be considered lexical
knowledge, and what kind of iexical knowledge is most relevent to the generation task. The text generation systems which I
have been able to compare are briefly described in section 1.3. Section 2 distinguishes between phrasal and word-based
lexicons, and draws some finer distinctions within these two groups. Section 3 sets out the range of cooccurrence phenomena
that that a lexicon can treat; section 4 deals with lexical choice and lexical semantics in generation systems. Section 5
presents a summary of the kinds of information an ideal generation lexicon could cover.
There are many aspects of iexical representation which I have chosen not to cover in this paper. I haven't given much space to
a description of morphological information, because most of the systems I have information on generate English, which isn't
very interesting from a morphological point of view. Since I haven't looked at any systems which generate speech, there is no
discussion here of how to represent phonological or phonetic information.

1.1. W h a t is lexical k n o w l e d g e ?
A brief examination of a few text generation systems reveals what seem to be staggering differences in the content of the
component labelled "lexicon" or "dictionary". Treatments range from dictionaries which contain only information about the
endings of nouns and verbs, to systems which store entire sentences as single units in the lexicon; from systems which insert
lexical material as a last stage in the derivation process, to systems with lexicons that do the major part of structure-building
work. However, this apparent diversity is to a large degree illusory: systems represent the same basic kind of information in
different ways and in different components. For instance, information about restrictions on the modifiers a word can take can
be treated as part of syntax, as part of semantics, or as a purely idiosyncratic component of a lexical entry. This diversity has
its origin in the diversity of practical goals and theoretical underpinnings of the text generation systems which I studied.

The diversity of approaches to lexical representation in linguistic theory is not just an artifact of notational differences; it in turn
stems at least partly from the fact that the appropriate characterization of a "word" is different in different subsystems of
language. In other words, "word" must be differently defined for the purposes of phonological, orthographic, morphological,
syntactic and semantic regularities, although there is a partial overlap (which accounts for the fact that we can frequently get
away with using the same term for all these different units). For most of the systems discussed in this paper, the only crucial
mismatches are those between the syntactic word and the semantic word (though the orthographic word and the
morphological word do occasionally have to be dealt with as well).
Because of this complexity, for the purposes of this paper I will avoid answering in any absolute way the question posed in the
title of this .section, simply characterizing as "lexical knowledge" that knowledge which at least one of the systems which I
review contains in a component called a "lexicon" or "dictionary", while discussing the connections between the structure of
particular systems and the decisions made in those systems about whether and how to represent particular pieces of lexical
information.

1Thrs research is SUppOrted by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency under Contract No. MDAg0381 C 0335. Vtewsand conclustons contatned in this
report are the author's and should not be interpreted as representing the official opinion or policy Of DARPA, the U.S. Government, or any person or agenqy connected
with them.
This paper has benefitted immeasurabty from interaction with a number of my co=leagues, most notably 8,11Dolan, Cece Ford, Bob Ingria, Johanna Moore, Lynn
Poulton, and Sancly Thompson. Special thanks are due to Christian Matthiessen. Any m,sconceptions or inadecluacies that remain are my own.
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1.2. Understanding vs. generation: different priorities
Before I begin, however, I would like to address the issue of the extent to which the directionality of linguistic processing -- i.e.
whether it is a matter of understanding or generation -- influences the content of the lexicon. According to one ideal, in which
the language processing system models all of the linguistic knowledge of a human speaker, the relevant information should be
the same; and some systems which are bidirectional2 use the same lexicon for both understanding and generation. However,
in practice the two types of lexicon tend to be rather different in the information they encode; even in the bidirectional systems,
some of the lexical information is only used in one direction. This is due to differences in the type of demands that apply to
most actual understanding and generation projects.3 A text understanding system has to be able to accept whatever input it
gets from the user; this requirement dictates a grammar which is comprehensive at least with respect to a given domain, and a
dictionary which is both lexicaUy comprehensive (contains a large number of words) and syntactically comprehensive
(supports all the syntactic distinctions that the grammar can make). However, it can assume a fluent and cooperative
interlocuter; it doesn't have to weed out input which is textually non-cohesive, unidiomatic, uncooperative, or otherwise
• "awkward" (with the exception perhaps of gross syntactic ungrammaticality). A generator, on the other hand, doesn't need a
full range of syntactic capabilities (one way of saying whatever it needs to say may be enough); nor does it need a very large
lexicon (one word for everything it needs to say, and fewer syntactic distinctions corresponding to a smaller syntactic
component). But it has to know more about the syntax and lexicon it does have: it has to have a basis for choosing between
syntactic alternatives and lexical items so as to be not only conceptually appropriate and grammatical, but also cooperative,
idiomatic, non-redundant, and otherwise fluent. 4 Thus, we can say that the generation task sets different priorities for the
lexicon: roughly speaking, a generation lexicon has to put depth before breadth, while the reverse is true for understanding.
In this paper I will naturally concentrate my attention to those aspects of lexical specification which are most particular to the
generation task.

1.3. Systems surveyed
In order to make more concrete the comparison between systems which I will present in the body of this paper, I first give a
very brief sketch of each of the systems which I have been able to find out about, with particular attention to the structure and
function of the lexicon within the system. More detailed discussion of the interesting features of various of these lexicons will
be given in the body of the paper. Citations for the sources from which I have drawn my information are all given in this
section; hereafter I will refer to systems by name without repeating the citations. (For the convenience of the reader who may
not be familiar with all these systems, I will upper-case system names throughout the text of the paper even when this is not the
conventional spelling of the system name, so as to distinguish them from the names of the researchers who developed them.
In this section, systems ~ e listed alphabetically for easy reference. In some cases, I have assigned a name to unnamed
systems.)
I should add that in most cases, I have not had an opportunity to examine the actual listings for the lexicons I discuss. 5 My
statements as to the contents of these listings are inferred from the published descriptions of the systems; frequently only
incomplete or suggestive information is provided about the lexicon.6 Therefore, my comments should be taken as reflecting
potential capabilities of_particu!ar lexicon formalisms, which may not be fully exploited in the working versions of each system.
As the interesting issues have to do with what is possible rather than with what has been done, I don't see this as a liability.
ANA:

[Kukich 83,--- 83]. Generates English text from numerical data about the stock-market The lexicon
contains entries for whole subjects and predicates. Each entry contains morphological information,
semantic information matching certain patterns in the data, and stylistic information (which aids in lexical
selection) as well as lexical material. The predicate entries contain subject slots, with semantic restrictions
on the fillers of these slots. 7 ThLJs there are predicateentries like "display a hesitant mood early in the day"

2E.g. JANUS, the VIE-LANGsystem, and PHRED. (References for these and the other systems mentioned in this Daper are all given in section 1.3 below.)
3This remark, assmost of the observations in this paper, applies only to natural language systems which are intended to take one s=de in a communicative exchange
with a user. It does not necessarily aPbly to systems such as ILIAD, which produces sentences for the purpose of language drill, or to systems which generate random
sentences in order to test grammar rules.
4An analogy can be made to the exl3eriencceof a human learning a second language: typically the range of the language which the ~eamercan produce appropriately is
much smaller than the range the learner can comDrehend.
5The exceptions are the lexicons of the JANUS system (which I have worked on), TEXT, and ILIAD.
In many systems, esl3eclally those with a case-frame orientation, the information available applies only to verb entries; I have much less information about the
reloresentation of nouns and even less about other categories.
7While there are also slots within predicate entries, these are only for Quantitative elements which are inserted from the statistical summary.
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and "display a hesitant mood late in the day", and subject entries like "the indexes" and "stock indexes".
ILIAD:

[Bates & Wilson 81, Bates, Beinashowitz, Brown, Dougherty, Ingria, Shaked, Simpson & Wilson 81, Bates,
Beinashowitz, Ingria & Wilson 81, Bates & Ingria 81]. Generates English sentences designed to test
language ability in deaf children. The lexicon contains semantic information relating the entry to a
conceptual hierarchy, case-frame information with semantic restrictions on the fillers of the slots, and
morphological information.

JANUS:

[Cumming & Albano 86, Cumming 86, Mann & Matthiessen 83, Matthiessen 84]. A natural language
interface which includes the Nigel systemic generation grammar developed at ISI, and the RUS parser
developed at BBN. The parser and the generation grammar share various data structures, including the
lexicon. The JANUS lexicon (ML, or Master Lexicon) contains lexical entries which are single words or
continuous multi-word phrases; each entry has a feature specification (which contains morphological as
well as syntactic features), a semantic specification which is the name of one or more concepts in the
knowledge base, and possibly some properties which provide cross-indexing with other lexical entries,
values for case and number of pronouns, etc. The features include all the feature information required by
the Nigel and RUS grammars; thus some features are used only by one of the grammars. In this discussion
my remarks about JANUS feature specification will be aimed primarily at the subset of features used by
Nigel.
The features of the Master Lexicon are arranged hierarchically in a tree; they can thus be thought of as
defining wordclasses. The wordclass organization contains information about which features are
compatible with which other features, and what can constitute a complete feature specification. A word
can belong to any number of wordclasses. Thus in some respects the feature hierarchy of the JANUS
system is similar to the feature systems represented by the "word ranks" of some other systemic generation
grammars (e.g. PROTEUS and SLANG).

KAMP:

[Appelt 85a, Appelt 85b, Appelt 83]. Combines a planner with a "teleological grammar" (Telegram) written
in Kay's unification framework ( [Kay 79]). The lexical entries map semantic material to lexical material
annotated by syntactic features. Unlike some other grammars written in this framework (e.g. McKeown's
grammar), lexical entries apparently do not contain internal structure.

MUMBLE:

[McDonald 80, McDonald 85, McDonald 83]. This system produces English text from a variety of input
meaning representations. It contains two main knowledge structures, the "dictionary" and the "grammar".
The dictionary builds structures by matching an element of the semantic representation to a structure
containing lexical material and labelled slots. More than one realization of the semantic representation may
be specified, so dictionary entries contain "decision-rules" which choose between alternatives on the basis
of context; the various possible outcomes are called "choices". The grammar performs realizations on the
structures that emerge from the dictionary.8

PHRED:

[--- 85, Jacobs 83]. The generation half of a natural language dialogue system. Its principal knowledge
structure is the "pattern-concept pair", where the pattern is a phrasal unit which specifies structures,
features, and lexical material, linked to the "concept", a semantic representation; this may be thought of as
the lexicon. The same knowledge is used in understanding and generation.

PROTEUS:

[Davey 78]. A systemic grammar which generates descriptions of tic-tac-toe games. It treats the lexicon
as a "word rank", as proposed in [Halliday 61]; according to this view of lexisg, lexical choices are
represented in exactly the same way grammatical choices are, as a system network, with their own "rank".
In Davey's system, verbs are treated a little differently: the lexical item corresponding to the verb is chosen
within the verbal group rather than in the word rank. For convenience, there is also a "lexicon proper"
which contains morphological information about the lexical items which inflect. 1°

8The structure of the MUMBLE dictionary seems to have changed somewhat in the version described in[McDonald 85], with the introduction of domain-indel~endent
"realization*classes" which contain some of the more general dec*sion-rule/choice correspondences and which can be referred to in dictionary entries.
9Systernic linguists prefer the term "lexis" to "the lexicon', since the latter term evokes images ot a single repository of lexical information which is organized around
words rather than choLces;t'11discuss th=sdisttnction farther in section 2.3.
lOwhen writing about English, I use the term "reflection" to refer to the acld=tion of endings to nouns, verbs and adjectives to indicate number, tense, person, and
degree.
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SLANG:

[Patten 86]. Another systemic grammar, which generates from a systemic semantic stratum. Like
PROTEUS, it represents lexical distinctions in a word rank of the grammar. However, in SLANG, inflected
forms are handled as separate words in the grammar, rather than storing inflectional information in a
separate component and doing morphology via a routine.

SMRAD:

[Kittredge & Mel'chuk 83]. A proposed system which would incorporate the ideas on dictionary content
represented in [Mel'chuk et el. 83, Merchuk & Zholkovsky 84, Mel'chuk 81], etc. In addition to .semantic,
syntactic (including case frames), phonological and morphological information, a lexical entry contains
lexica/functions which relate the word being defined to other words which conventionally cooccur with it
or have certain other types of semantic relationship with it.

TEXT:

[McKeown 85, McKeown 83, Derr & McKeown 84]. Generates English text in response to user questions
about the structure of a database. The system consists of several components, of which the most
important are the strategic component (which creates strings of propositions by selecting a schema and
filling it with propositions from the knowledge base with guidance from focus constraints), the dictionary,
and the "tactical component", which contains a unification-style grammar and some realization routines.
The "dictionary" is intermediate between the strategic component and the Unification-style grammar; it
matches semantic predicates to verb entries containing lexical material and argument structures, and fills
in the arguments from entires corresponding to the arguments of the semantic representation. The
grammar performs transformations and syntactic realization on the output of the dictionary. There is also a
"lexicon", which contains morphological information used in realization.

VIE-LANG:

[Steinacker & 8uchberger 83, Buchberger, Steinacker, Trappl, Trost & Leinfellner 82, Steinacker & Trost
83]. A bi-directional German dialogue system; the lexicons (of which one contains morphological
information, and the other contains syntactic/semantic information) are shared between the parser and the
generator. The syntactic lexicon contains pairs (similar to the "pattern-concept pairs" of PHRED) which
match semantic representations to syntactic patterns including lexical material and case structures.

GAT

[Danlos 85, Gross 84, Danlos 84]. (As far as I can tell, this system is unnamed; I've given it the acronym
GAT from the name of [Danlos 85].) Generates reports of terrorist attacks in English and French, from
summaries of the attacks. It uses the lexicon/grammar developed by M. Gross and others at the LADL
project in Paris: the lexicon can be thought of as a list of all the "simple sentences" which exist in the
language, with labelled slots for the noun phrase arguments. The "simple sentences" have features
specifying the transformations they can undergo, characteristics of the arguments that can fill the slots,
etc. These "simple sentences" are such things as "ACTOR explode EXPLOSIVE in VICTIM'S:LOCATION",
or "ACTOR open fire on VICTIM'S:VEHICLE". 11

2. P h r a s a l l e x i c o n s a n d w o r d - b a s e d
lexicons
The lexicons used in text generation systems can be roughly grouped into two classes, according to what is represented in a
typical lexical entry (unit of the lexicon). One class contains lexicons whose entries are typically single words, like the lexicons
of traditional linguistic theory; the other class contains lexicons whose entries typically represent larger constituents, phrases
or even sentences, with some lexical material (by which I mean orthographically-realized words which will appear in the output
string), and usually also some slots or variables which can be instantiated with further lexical material or lexical entries. The
distinction between these two types isn't always clear-cut. Some systems, as mentioned above, have both types, in which
typically the phrasal lexicon represents syntactic and semantic information, and the word-based lexicon represents
morphological information;12others can easily provide either type of representation, and it is a question of practice which
alternative is chosen in any given case.

11My translation of Danlos' examples. The upper'case words are the slots, which are filled in from the event summaries.
12This is a much more efficient style of representation where there is a lot of morphological information to be eKpressed, Since in most systems different senses of the
same (orthographic or phonological) worcl will receive different lexical entries, but the inflection will be the same, For examDle, be as a passive auxiliary (as in the bug
w a s eaten by the bat) and be as a copula (as in the bug was a spider) are veerydifferent syntactically and semantcally, but t h e y share the same inflected forms (i.e. am.
are. is, was, were. been, being), as do all the other uses of the verb spelling be. If a morDhological and a syntact¢/semantic lexicon are distinguished, the infor'mation
about the forms of be only needs to be represented once, In English, the amount of infiect=onal information that needs to be specified is so small that this may not be an
important .consideration (be is an extreme example), but in other Indo-European languages it becomes much more important.
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2.1. Phrasal lexicons

Perhaps the most important factors distinguishing generation lexicons are the size of the lexical item, the amount of structure it
contains, and the role of lexical selection in the system. In text generation, as opposed to understanding, there seems to be a
tendency towards a large size, complex structure, and powerful role for the lexical item. In this section, I will discuss the
reasons for each of these tendencies and their implications for text generation; in section 3, I will describe how more traditional
word-based lexicons handle the same range of phenomena.
2.1.1. Size

While traditional dictionaries are primarily organized around small linguistic units -- words or even morphemes -- many
computational lexicons have entire syntactic constituents stored as their basic unit, all the way up to multi-clausal units.
(These lexicons can conveniently be described as "phrasal", although as we will see the kind of unit which counts as a
"phrase" varies widely. An argument for this treatment can be found in [Becker 75].) This has several advantages in text
generation: 1) all kinds of subcategorization and selectional restrictions which need to be stated as properties of particular
lexical items can easily be handled without any special mechanism: the allowed patterns are listed in the lexicon, and the
disallowed patterns aren't. Any combination of complement types may be represented without the necessity of deciding
beforehand on a particular inventory of possibilities. 2) Similarly, all kinds of idioms and collocational restrictions can
potentially be handled by specifying the exact wording of the lexical phrase. 3) An indefinitely large syntactic range may be "
"simulated" by treating syntactic constructions which can't be generated by the grammar as idioms, thus adding to the
syntactic variety of the output text. This principle may be extended to the point where the lexicon "takes over" most of the
grammar, i.e. all or almost all grammatical patterns are represented only in the specification for the lexical items which they
apply to.
The disadvantages of this method are merely the flip side of the advantages. Generally speaking, the more phenomena which
are represented as idiosyncratic properties of lexical items, the fewer phenomena are treated in a general way (although some
systems have the flexibility to represent the same phenomena as either idiosyncratic or as general). This has two related
consequences: 1) lexicons must be much larger; 2) making additions to the lexicon is a much more lengthy and difficult
process, as properties of lexical items which may in fact be predictable (on the basis of either other lexical properties or
semantic properties of the item) must be specified anyway.
2.1.2. St ructu re
Phrasal lexicons differ in the amount of internal structure they can encode within their phrases. Thus, there is a difference
between encoding an idiom like go mad as a verb or predicate with no internal structure indicated and knowing that go is a
verb and m a d is a resultative adjective phrase. If there is internal structure indicated, it is possible to store each of these
variants as a single lexical item (which may be desirable, since the phenomenon is not generally productive), and yet still do
some syntactic variation, e.g., add intervening adverbials (go quietly mad), inflect the verb (I go mad, he goes mad), or relate it
to other syntactically similar expressions (go crazy, run dry). Another reason one might want information about the internal
structure of phrases is for stylistic control, e.g. to allow control of the amount of variation in lexical choice and syntactic
structure, la. The lexicons of TEXT, PHRED, VlE-LANG, and MUMBLE all allow any amount of internal structure to be specified
in a lexical item, in contrast to GAT and ANA; while these two systems contain slots for other elements (various arguments in
GAT, subjects only in ANA), they cannot indicate any further structural complexity.
2.1.3. Depth of lexical s e l e c t i o n
Another important parameter which distinguishes generation lexicons is the amount of influence lexical choice has over other
kinds of choices, for example syntactic, rhetorical or stylistic choices, made in the system. To cite some instances of
restrictions imposed by lexical items on clause syntax: some verbs with direct objects can't be passivized (e.g. the candy bar
cost a quarter), verbs (and to a lesser degree adjectives and nouns) restrict the syntax of their complement clauses in various
ways (e.g. I insist that he come vs. "I insist that he comes, but I hope that he comes vs. "/hope that he come) and some
pronouns can be modified by relative clauses while others can't (e.g. Anyone who wants to can come but "We who want to
can come14). Naturally, the degree of constraint the availability of lexical items can impose on grammatical choice is directly
related to the stage in the generation process (or "depth", in terms of the metaphor current in transformational grammar) at
which lexical choice is made. If lexical choice is made late in the generation process, it can have little input into other
decision-making, unless some kind of backtracking is allowed for.
In many systems, the lexicon acts as the intermediary between semantic and syntactic representations, and the step of "lexical

13Kuk,ch discusses this point in [---83}, p. 124)
14The latter example may De grammatical with a nonrestrictive reading, but it is not possible with a restrictive reading.
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insertion" is actually the step at which syntactic structure is built. (This is the case for MUMBLE, TEXT, PHRED, VIE-LANG,
and GAT.) This generally works by matching the predicate of the semantic representation with the lexical entry for a verb, and
then filling in the argument slots of the verb with arguments from the semantic representation. (It may also be more
complicated than this: in both TEXT and MUMBLE, for instance, the way this matching is done may involve information from
contextual information such as focus history or preceding reference; in ANA stylistic factors such as length are considered;
etc.) In these systems, the structure built by the lexicon then undergoes further syntactic realization (e.g. transformations,
morphological adjustments). Since the lexical item has already been chosen when these realizations are performed, properties
of the lexical item have the opportunity to constrain the way these realizations occur. For example, in the TEXT system,
routines in the dictionary itself control the choice of syntactic construction (active, passive or existential) as well as the basic
sentence structure. This avoids problems such as a text plan calling for passive syntax when the verb in question can't be
passivized. In KAMP, syntactic processing (including lexical insertion) is alternated with planning in such a way that plans can
be modified in response to the set of choices made available by a particular lexical item. In GAT, all the decisions are made
simultaneously by the selection of a particular schema which includes lexical, (clause-level) syntactic and clause-combining
specifications.
Of course, if a grammar is sufficiently rich to treat as regular (i.e. as predictable from aspects of the specification of the
sentence) a large range of syntactic phenomena, a correspondingly small range needs to be treated as idiosyncratic to a
lexical item (i.e., as dependent on a particular lexical choice). This is another form of the tradeoff between grammar and
lexicon: the more complete a grammar is, the less dependent it is on early lexical specification to do its job right. Thus, in
Nigel, most of the the syntactic properties of a lexical item are taken to be predictable from its semantic properties, following
Halliday's analysis; so, although a particular lexical item isn't chosen until after syntactic planning has occurred, the syntactic
plan is made with reference to the same semantic categories that constrain lexical choice. ~s For example, non-subjunctive
"that" clauses, since they refer to reports about the world, are restricted to verbs of saying and thinking.

2.2. W o r d - b a s e d lexicons
Many of the models of language to come out of linguistics until recently assume a word-based lexicon in which syntactic
information is specified in the form of features; word choice is constrained both on the basis of meaning and the fit between the
syntactic features of the word and the syntactic environment it is supposed to fit into. In these models, rather than having the
powerful role it has in the systems discussed above, the lexicon is primarily viewed as an appendage to the syntax, where
information which can't be predicted by general rules is stored. The units represented are small (usually morphemes), and the
amount of internal structure which can be represented within an item is minimal. Systems surveyed here which have this
traditional type of lexicon are ILIAD, KAMP, 16 and Mel'chuk's system. 17

In some ways, the difference in practice between a low-level word-based lexicon with features and a highly structured phrasal
lexicon is smaller than it appears. For example, a case-frame representation can be mapped onto a feature representation in
which the feature corresponds to a particular case pattern -- e.g. the feature "transitive" can be mapped onto a case frame
containing a direct object slot. The major difference is that the case frame representation allows more freedom than is
available with a small_set of features (as mentioned above); on the other hand, since features can b e thought of as
corresponding to classes of lexical items, a single lexical feature may efficiently encode a range of possible case frames that
tend to cooccur with a particular type of word. In the lexical feature specifications referred to by Nigel, all of the
subcategorizational possibilities of a particular sense of a verb are taken to be predictable from a single feature representing
its wordclass membership.18 Thus, verbs such as "see", "hear" etc. have the feature "perception"; the grammar knows that
these verbs can be generated with either a direct object, with a complement clause in which the verb is in its stem form without
"to" (e.g. "1 saw you arrive", "1 heard her come in"), or with a complement clause in which the verb is in its present participle
form ("1 saw you arriving", "1 heard her coming in"). This particular configuration of possible complements is restricted to
verbs which refer to sense perception, and thus it is redundant to list each of these possibilities separately for all the
perception verbs.
Of course, to take advantage of this type of generalization one must have a detailed theory of the wordclasses of a language,

15This statement, of course, is relative to a particular view of the characterization of both syntax and semantics; for more discussion of this point, see section 4 below.
16Although the Unification formalism used in KAMP allows for lexical entries containing further structure, just as in Lexicat Functional Grammar representations, as far
as I know Appelt doesn't exploit this possibility in his system.
17Althoug h M e r c h uk' s dictionaries contain an unusual degree of cross-referencing between entries, they are still primarily organized around entries for single words.
18These features are related to the semantic type of the verb as represented in the position of the corresponding concept in the semantic network; however, the
relationship is not darect. AS we will see in section 3.2 below, case-frame phenomena and selectional restrictions are also handled in the JANUS system; however, they
a r e treated purely as part of knowledge about word meanings, and therefore represented in the semantic net rather than the lexicon.
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such as is available in the systemic framework; and indeed, it's clear that a reasonably complete grammar must make reference
to a very large set of such wordclasses. This is another case of a tradeoff between having a relatively complex rule system and
treating few things as "irregular" or unpredictable, and having a relatively simple rule system and treating many things as
irregular. In the computational context, the first option implies a large development effort in the area of grammar, while the
second implies a large effort in the area of lexicon. Which option is preferable depends on the goals of the system.

2.3. Systemic grammars
The systemic approach to lexical classification exemplified in SLANG and PROTEUS doesn't fall easily into either of the
categories described above, although in practice these two systems, like Nigel, have the closest affinity with word-based
systems, since neither supports phrasal lexical items.
The "word rank" of a systemic grammar represents alternatives among word classes in the same way the grammar represents
grammatical alternatives; the result is a highly structured feature system. Within the word rank, successive choices lead to
actual words in the case of closed class items or "function words" such as prepositions, verbal auxiliaries, and connectives;
these can be thought of as words with unique feature specifications. As mentioned above, the wordclass hierarchy of JANUS
is similar in some ways to a word rank; however, it is more limited in the kinds of relationships it can represent between
features.
In systemic theory, choices between open class items fall into the area called "lexis", often envisioned as an entirely separate
level of grammar ( [Halliday, Mclntosh. & Strevens 64, Berry 77, Halliday 76]). It has been proposed that lexis could ultimately
be entirely incorporated into the grammar -- that is, that finer and finer (or, as systemicists say, "more and more delicate")
decisions could ultimately distinguish every word from every other word -- but this "dream" (as Halliday has called it, [Halliday
61]) has never been completely realized.

3. Approaches
to cooccurrence
phenomena
Now that we have surveyed the various kinds of lexicon and the way they interact with the systems of which they form a part,
we can take a look at the range of phenomena that they express, and consider the implications of these phenomena for optimal
lexicon design. Most of the syntactic information (and some of the semantic information) that needs to be specified about
lexical items can be subsumed under the term "cooccurrence information", i.e. information about which other linguistic
elements (lexical items or syntactic types) a particular item can "go with". I will discuss here four distinct types of
cooccurrence phenomena: subcategorization, selectional restrictions, collocation, and idioms 19 By "subcategorization" I
mean specification of the syntactic or semantic frame(s) an item can occur in, such as the fact that think can take a clausal
complement with that but not a complement with to. B y "selectional restrictions" I mean semantic restrictions on the fillers of
subcategorization frames, such as the restriction on the subject of the verb e/apse that it refer to a period of time. By
"collocation" I mean lexical restrictions (restrictions which are not predictable from the syntactic or semantic properties of the
items) on the modifiers of an item; for example, you can say answer the door but not answer the window. By "idiom" .I mean a
fixed phrase whose meaning is noncompositional, i.e. not predictable from the meanings of its parts, e.g. a one-track mind; an
idiom may be "ungrammatical" (i.e., not generatable by independently motivated rules) if interpreted compositionally, e.g. a//
of a sudden.

A consideration of these definitions will at once suggest that the extension of these classes of phenomena depends largely on
the particular model to which they are applied. Whether something needs to be treated as compositional or not will depend on
the rules that are available to generate it; there are large numbers of constructions which apply to very limited classes of
words. For example, there is a set of expressions hundreds and hundreds, thousands and thousands etc; this construction is
limited to the number words that act like common nouns in that they can be plural and take articles (so we get a dozen, several
dozens, dozens and dozens but not °a twelve, "several twelves, *twelves and twelves), and also to other kinds of quantity
expressions, e.g. barrels and barrels. While this could be treated as a regular grammatical construction, it is sufficiently
limited in generality that few computational grammars will include it in their syntactic scope; it may be more cost-effective to
treat this kind of phenomenon as idiomatic. Similarly, what could be stated as a selectional restriction if one has the right
semantic classes in one's model, may have to be stated as a set of collocations or idioms otherwise. And the line between
selection and subcategorization is blurred when syntactic properties are taken to be predictable from semantic classes.

19My use of the terms "subcategorization" and "selectional resctrlct~on" is largely derived from their use in classical transformational theory. "Collocation" in this
sense can be traced back to [Firth 57]; my sense Is related most sbecifically to Firth's "general or usual collocat;ons'. "Idiom" as used here is more restricted than the
sense it Ts given in e.g. Longman Dictionary of English Idioms, [Longman 79] (which includes collocations, standard metaphors, proverbs etc. as well); it =scloser to what
are characterized as "traditional idioms" in the introduction to Longman's.
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3.1. Su bcategorization
The handling of subcategorization in several models has been touched on above, in section 2.1.1. To reiterate, most phrasal or
case-frame lexicons indicate subcategorization by using slots in a lexical entry. The following lexical entry from PHRED ( [--85], p. 221) for the verb remove is fairly representative:
<agent> <root = remove> <physob>
<<word = from> <container>>
This entry contains the information that the verb "remove" takes a subject (which is an agent), a direct object, and
prepositional phrase with from. (It also places certain semantic restrictions on the fillers of these slots.)
Word-based lexicons, on the other hand, generally deal with subcategorization by providing lists of features. The entry from
the JANUS lexicon for the same verb contains the following syntactic (and morphological) information:
(make-lexical-item
:name 'REMOVE
:spelling "remove"
:features '(VERB INFLECTABLE UNITARYSPELLING S-D LEXICAL
CASEPREPOSITIONS OBJECTPERMITTED PASSIVE DOVERB
DISPOSAL EFFECTIVE) )

3.2. Selectional restrictions
Some lexicons can handle selectional restriction by attaching semantic restrictions to lexical entry slots. The labels agent,
physob and container in the Phred example above can be thought of as selectional restrictions. ILIAD lexical entries contain
similar restrictions; for examples, the entry for (the verb) "grease" is as follows:
(GREASE SYNCASES
((SUBJ (HEADCONCEPT T) (MUST-BE (OR (ADULT CHILD))))
(OBJ (HEADCONCEPT T) (MUST-BE VEHICLE))))
This says that the subject of "grease" must be a word that refers to an adult or a child, while the object must refer to a vehicle.
ANA's predicate contain feature restrictions on their subjects (e.g., the entry for display a hesitant mood early in the day has
the features t s u b j t y p e NAME 'tsubjclass MKT, indicating that the subject must be a name for the stock market), and the
slots in the "simple sentence" lexical items of the LADL grammar may have semantic feature restrictions such as + HUMAN
associated with them.
In other lexicons, including that of JANUS and TEXT, selectional restrictions aren't directly represented in the lexicon at all;
rather, these restrictions are in fact captured in another part of the system -- the semantic network. This option is available to
systems that are based .on semantic networks composed of hierarchically-arranged concepts, related to one another by "case
roles" (which specify the semantic roles a concept has and the other concepts that represent possible fillers of each role). In
systems that use a semantic net as the source of the representations which go to the grammar, selectional restrictions are
already enforced in the representation that goes to the grammar for expression. This is equivalent to saying that selection,
unlike subcategorization, derives from knowledge about the meanings of words rather than lexical knowledge specific to the
linguistic expressions of those meanings.2°

3.3. Collocation
The phenomenon which I've called collocation is of particular interest in the context of a paper on the lexicon in text
generation because this particular type of idiom is something which a generator needs to know about, while a parser may not.
For example, consider the expression wreak havoc. This can be parsed compositionalty as a verb and its object without any
special knowledge; but a generator must know about the special connection between these words, since neither word is found
very often in any other context; we need to avoid generating wreak a mess, make havoc. (Many more examples of this kind of
expression can be found in [Makkai 72, Chafe 68, Fillmore 79, Fillmore, Kay & O'Conner 84].) Because of this, this set of
phenomena has been labelled "idioms of encoding", 21 i.e. expressions which are compositional, and may seem semantically

20Systems differ, however, in how close the mappings are between concepts and won:Is, semantic role specifications and syntactic case frames; in some systems it
would be hard to make an argument that the properties of the "concepts" of the semant¢c net aren't simply properties of the words used to express those concepts in a
particular language, or that the "semantic roles" on those concepts aren't really labels for syntactic arguments. For more discussion of this issue, see section 4 below.
211 believe the term comes from [Makkai 72].
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3.1. Su bcategorization
The handling of subcategorization in several models has been touched on above, in section 2.1.1. To reiterate, most phrasal or
case-frame lexicons indicate subcategorization by using slots in a lexical entry. The following lexical entry from PHRED ( [--85], p. 221) for the verb remove is fairly representative:
<agent> <root = remove> <physob>
<<word = from> <container>>
This entry contains the. information that the verb "remove" takes a subject (which is an agent), a direct object, and
prepositional phrase with from. (It also places certain semantic restrictions on the fillers of these slots.)
Word-based lexicons, on the other hand, generally deal with subcategorization by providing lists of features. The entry from
the JANUS lexicon for the same verb contains the following syntactic (and morphological) information:
(make-lexical-item
:name 'REMOVE
:spelling "remove"
:features '(VERB INFLECTABLE UNITARYSPELLING S-D LEXICAL
CASEPREPOSITIONS OBJECTPERMITTED PASSIVE DOVERB
DISPOSAL EFFECTIVE) )

3.2. Selectional rest rictions
Some lexicons can handle selectional restriction by attaching semantic restrictions to lexical entry slots. The labels agent,
physob and container in the Phred example above can be thought of as selectional restrictions. ILIAD lexical entries contain
similar restrictions; for examples, the entry for (the verb) "grease" is as follows:
(G REASE SYNCASES
((SUBJ (HEADCONCEPT T) (MUST-BE (OR (ADULT CHILD))))
(OBJ (HEADCONCEPT-r) (MUST-BE VEHICLE))))
This says that the subject.of "grease" must be a word that refers to an adult or a child, while the object must refer to a vehicle.
ANA's predicate contain feature restrictions on their subjects (e.g., the entry for display a hesitant mood early in the day has
the features 'tsubjtype NAME f s u b j c l a s s MKT, indicating that the subject must be a name for the stock market), and the
slots in the "simple sentence" lexical items of the LADL grammar may have semantic feature restrictions such as + HUMAN
associated with them.
In other lexicons, including that of JANUS and TEXT, selectional restrictions aren't directly represented in the lexicon at all;
rather, these restrictions are in fact captured in another part of the system -- the semantic network. This option is available to
systems that are based on semantic networks composed of hierarchically-arranged concepts, related to one another by "case
roles" (which specify the semantic roles a concept has and the other concepts that represent possible fillers of each role). In
systems that use a semantic net as the source of the representations which go to the grammar, selectional restrictions are
already enforced in the representation that goes to the grammar for expression. This is equivalent to saying that selection,
unlike subcategorization, derives from knowledge about the meanings of words rather than lexical knowledge specific to the
linguistic expressions of those meanings. 2°

3.3. Collocation
The phenomenon which I've called collocation is of particular interest in the context of a paper on the lexicon in text
generation because this particular type of idiom is something which a generator needs to know about, while a parser may not.
For example, consider the expression wreak havoc. This can be parsed compositionally as a verb and its object without any
special knowledge; but a generator must know about the special connection between these words, since neither word is found
very often in any other context; we need to avoid generating wreak a mess, make havoc. (Many more examples of this kind of
expression can be found in [Makkai 72, Chafe 68, Fillmore 79, Fillmore, Kay & O'Conner 84].) Because of this, this set of
phenomena has been labelled "idioms of encoding", 21 i.e. expressions which are compositional, and may seem semantically

20Systems differ, however, in how close the mappings are between concepts and words, semantic role specifications and syntactic case frames; in some systems *t
would be hard to make an argument that the propert,es of the "concepts" of the semant,c net aren't simply oropert=es of the words used to express those COnCepts Tq a
particular language, or that the "semantic roles" on those concepts aren't really lapels fo, syntactic argumen!s For more d=scusslon of th=s =ssue, see section 4 below.
211 beheve the term comes from [Makkai 72].
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transparent to a hearer but require specialized knowledge on the part of a speaker to p r o d u c e correctly; non-compositional
cooccurrence phenomena like kick the bucket, the ones which I call "idioms" here, correspond to Fillmore's "idioms of
decoding"; both a parser and a generator must have knowledge of these.
Collocation phenomena aren't explicitly handled as such by any of the systems discussed s o far. 22 They can, of course, be
handled after a fashion, either by treating them as cases of selection (as the JANUS system does) or as cases of idioms (as in
the PHRED system). If they're handled as selection, the distinction between idiosyncratic lexical properties and general
semantic properties is lost; and if they're handled as idioms, the regular syntactic behaviour and semantic compositionality of
these phrases isn't expressed. Thus, neither of these solutions is perfectly satisfactory, although one or the other may be
adequate for a small domain in which full generality isn't crucial.
The only system I'm aware of which addresses this kind of phenomenon in a thorough and explicit way is Mel'chuk's proposal.
He has proposed a device called the "lexical function", which he uses extensively to relate dictionary entries in his
"explanatory and combinatorial" dictionaries of Russian and French. There are a large n u m b e r of these lexical functions (62
"standard" ones, and an arbitrary number of "non-standard" ones), but they can be roughly divided into two groups: those
that deal with paradigmatic relationships between words (meaning relationships such as hyponymy, synonymy, antonymy etc,
plus words with related meanings but permuted argument structures; for more discussion of some of these phenomena, see
section 4 below), and those that deal with syntagmatic relations -- standard words for the various arguments and modifiers of a
term. It is this latter group of lexical functions that can be taken as expressing collocational phenomena. For example, there is
a function Magn which relates a word with a modifier which has the meaning "to a great d e g r e e " ; the words "shave", "easy",
"scoundrel" have as Magns "close", "as pie", and "unmitigated" respectively. Presumably these lexical functions will be
exploited in the SMRAD text generation system proposed in [Kittredge & Mel'chuk 83].23

3.4. Idioms

Idioms have been discussed in some detail in section 2.1.1 above and in the preceding paragraphs of this section. To reiterate,
most phrasal lexicons can generally handle idioms without any special provisions, either by treating all pieces of the idiom as
part of the same word as in Kukich's system, or (in case-frame lexicons) by having some of the slots filled in with lexical
material. For example, in PHRED, tell (someone) to get lost is
<person> <root = tell> <person>
<word = to> <word = get.> <word = lost>
(Note that there is relatively internal structure to this idiom; in particular, "to get lost" is not a clause.)
In the word-based systems I've surveyed, idioms can only be handled as single words, with no intervening material (thus kick
the bucket can be handled -- as an intransitive verb -- but knock (someone's) block ofl can't be, and kicked/kicks the bucket
may or may not be.) JANUS can't handle internal inflection, so idioms which are verb phrases aren't possible at all; however,
anything that doesn't have to inflect internally is allowed, such as many noun phrase idioms (such as red herring, which can
pluralize appropriately-as red herrings and such things as complex prepositions (such as face to face with, on account of) can
be handled.

4. Lexical semantics and lexical choice
If the phenomena treated in the previous section are characterized as phenomena of syntagmatic organization -- i.e. facts
about what a lexical item can occur next to -- then the facts discussed in this section can be thought of as facts about
paradigmatic organization -- i.e. facts about what a lexical item can occur instead of, o r facts about lexical choice and
meaning relations between words of the same class. The topic of lexical semantics will be treated only rather briefly in this
paper (relative, at least, to the amount that has been said about it in the theoretical literature), since not all systems have an
identifiable component of lexical semantics -- separate, that is, from whatever organizing principles underlie the elements of
the demands for expression that are interpreted by the generator. Similarly, not all systems have an explicit strategy for lexical
choice, relying instead on a one-to-one mapping between items in the lexicon and possible elements of the semantic
representation to obviate the need for decision procedures.

22While Jacobs discusses these phenomena in [--- 85], he doesn't actually distinguish them from idioms (of decoding) in his system.
3Hudson distinguishes idioms ancl collocations more or less the .same way I do here in his "Word Grammar" theory, [Hudson 84] (and his abstrac', 1or this
conference); his theory, is actually quite similar to Mei'chuk's dependency grammar. However, as far as I know HudSon has no proposal for a text generator, so a
discussion of his account would be out of place here.
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I'll divide my discussion of semantic phenomena into two sections, of which the first is principally concerned with semantic
classification and the second with how lexical choices are made.

4.1. Semantic classification
The two basic methods by which systems notate semantic classification of lexical items are by feature systems and by
taxonomies. (While Merchuk's paradigmatic lexical functions might appear to represent a third system, they are based on an
underlying taxonomy.) The only lexicon which uses a pure feature system is that of ANA: the phrases of ANA's systemare
represented as feature clusters (or, more accurately, as clusters of attribute-value pairs). For example, the four entries
display a h e s i t a n t mood e a r l y in the day, d i s p l a y a hesitant mood late in the day, creep u p w a r d early in the
session, and c r e e p u p w a r d late in the session, for example, are distinguished by the values of the two attributes t t i m
(time) and t d e g (degree).
Explicit taxonomic concept hierarchies represent (at least) relations of inclusion among word meanings. Thus, a taxonomy
can represent the fact that a cat is a kind of animal; i.e. that the set of cats is included in the set of animals. Taxonomies also
can represent the inheritance of properties from more general to less general concepts; thus, if a cat is an animal and an
animal can have young, then a cat can have young. Taxonomies are composed of concepts, each of which may be associated
with one or more lexical entries; the lexicon is generally the place where the correspondence between concepts and words is
stated. In the above example, we can say that the concept which is associated with the word "cat" is a s u b c o n c e p t of the
concept which is associated with the word "animal", and that the concept which is associated with the word "animal" is a
s u p e r c o n c e p t of the concept which is associated with the word "cat". In the following discussion, I will use upper case for
concept names to avoid confusing them with their associated lexical items.
Systems with taxonomies use taxonomic information in radically different ways. In TEXT, a taxonomy is actually the source of
the semantic representations (propositions) from which sentences are generated, since the purpose of the generator is to
describe the taxonomy. In JANUS, taxonomic information is used in the reasoning performed by the grammar during the
generation of sentences. Thus, if the system is generating the sentence "Jones sent the message", the grammar will look at
the taxonomy to see if SEND is the kind of process that typically has an agent. In fact, SEND is a subconcept of the concept
DIRECTED ACTION, and since the grammar knows that directed actions have agents it will construct an agent noun phrase.
Thus, the taxonomy employed in the JANUS system bontains all the category distinctions relevant to grammatical choice.
In ILIAD, since its function is to provide grammar drills, the demand for expression consists of a syntactic form; the semantic
taxonomy is used to ensure that the sentence which is finally generated is semantically coherent, i.e., doesn't violate
selectional restrictions. Thus, lexical choice is primarily conditioned by selectional restrictions stated in terms of the
taxonomy. For instance, in the example in section 3.2 above, once "grease" had been chosen as a main verb the only lexical
items which would be considered for the direct object would be those associated with subconcepts of VEHICLE. (Since the
actual semantic content of the generated sentence is unimportant in ILIAD, once selectional restrictions have been satisfied,
lexical choice is essentially random.)
Mel'chuk's system contains a richer specification of paradigmatic relations than any of the systems so far discussed. In
addition to hyponymy (the relation between a concept and its superconcept), he has functions for different kinds of synonyms,
antonyms, words which have the same basic meaning but with the syntactic roles of the arguments interchanged (e.g. "buy"
and "sell"), and many others that aren't so easily classifiable. This richness is vital in a system whose primary goal is
paraphrase or translation, since it gives the system access to a great deal of knowledge about what expressions can be
considered semantically equivalent, something not available from a simple taxonomy.

4.2. Lexical choice
As described above, some systems do all their lexical choice in what might be called the semantics -- that is, by the time they've
decided what to say and before they've looked into the lexicon, they've already committed themselves to a particular wording.
Systemic grammars with word ranks, conversely, treat lexical choice as part of the grammar (often referred to by systemicists
as "lexico-grammar" for this reason. This is true even in JANUS for closed class items, since these are uniquely selected in
various ranks of the grammar.) However, there are some systems which have routines for performing lexical choice built into
the lexicon itself.
TEXT has choice routines built into the dictionary, but they are limited to choice of syntactic category: a given element in the
demand for expression can have lexical realization in more than one category. For example, SURFACE can be (ealized as
"surface" ff it is an adjective or a noun, or as "on the surface" if it is a prepositional phrase. MUMBLE's decision rules
combine grammatical choices with stylistic choices. ANA provides in the lexicon for choosing in order to enhance stylistic
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variation of various kinds. Each entry is annotated for its length in syllables, and other things being equal, the grammar
chooses so as to alternate two long sentences with one shod one; simUady, each subject entry is annotated for "hyponym
level", so that on the first mention of a given referent a more specific or more heavily modified phrase is used, and on
subsequent mentions more general or briefer phrases are used; for example, the Dow, the industrials average, and the Dow
Jones average of 30 industrials have successively lower hyponym levels.

5. S o m e g o a l s f o r t h e g e n e r a t i o n

lexicon
In this section I would like to both summarize the directions which have already been touched on for the generation lexicon,
and add a few new goals to the wish list. These are intended to be goals which system implementors, regardless of the overall
design or underlying linguistic framework of the system, might consider handling somewhere in the system. Some of these
goals are met in some of the systems described here; others as far as I know have not been adequately dealt with in any
working text generation system, and can thus be considered fruitful areas for future research. Many of them will only be
relevant in a really comprehensive text generation system, and can easily be ignored in systems which operate in highly
restricted domains.

5.1. Syntactic range
This isn't, of course, strictly a lexicon issue, but one that has repercussions for lexicon design. Most current systems are able
to give quite detailed specifications for the subcategorizational properties of verbs, but other syntactic categories also impose
subcategorization restrictions on their modifiers. For example, nouns and adjectives24 can take postmodifying clauses with
that (the fact that the world is round is well known, it's good that you could make it) just as can certain verbs. Similarly, all of
the systems I looked at know about the inflections of verbs (e.g. run/runs/ran/run/running) and nouns (e.g. book/books or
goose/geese), and some know about the inflections of adjectives (e.g. large/larger/largest, but none that I know of can
generate inflected adverbs, which have the same possibilities as adjectives in English (e.g. He ran fast/faster/fastest.). 25 For a
complete coverage, these possibilities must be allowed for.

5.2. The intelligent lexicon
It is a common observation that human languages hav e many words for things that their speakers commonly talk about -- cf.
the famous claim (attributed to Whorl) that the Eskimos have twenty words for snow. Less universally accepted is the converse
claim, that people t4nd to think/talk about things that their language has many words for. Whether or not this is the case, it
seems to me that it is a desireable goal for a text generation system that it should not plan to say things which it does not have
the lexical resources to actually produce. 26 In order to assure that this does not happen, the lexical resources of a system
should be consulted along with the grammar, semantics, and strategic components in planning what to say, so that if it is not
possible to say something using a single word a periphrastic expression can be planned. As mentioned above, work has been
done on this problem in JANUS; KAMP and MUMBLE also both allow for some interaction between planning and linguistic
realization such that this kind of negotiation is feasible.

5.3. Cooccurrence phenomena
Ideally, a text generation system should be able to handle all of the phenomena discussed above -- subcategorization,
selectional restriction, collocation, and idiom -- in such a way that the different degrees of productivity and the different
restrictions on these phenomena are distinguished. Moreover, the ideal system should have the flexibility to treat idioms and
"fixed expressions" which are grammatical either productively (i.e., generate them according to general rules) or store them as
units for the sake of efficiency, depending on the requirements of a given domain. Thus e.g. the phrase We must conclude
that.., can be stored as an idiom with a sense equivalent to "therefore", or generated "from first principles" as a clause with a
first person plural subject, a modal of necessity etc. In such a system the tradeoff between productive capability and efficient
processing could be avoided, much the way it presumably is in human language use.

24

These are the nouns and adjectives that reier to or are predicated of reports of states of affairs; hence the tenT, "factive" which iS sometimes applied to them.

25There are also differences between systems in whether every inflected form must be listed f o r every inflectable word or phrase, or whether some cases are treated as
predicatble.
26This is not an uncontroversial statement: |McDonald 80] and |--- 83] both argue that the fact that their systems are occasionally "at a loss for words" is a positive
featurE, since it accurately models the behavlour of the human language user.
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5.4. Metaphor
A large range of phenomena which have been treated as idiosyncratic to individual lexical items -- i.e. as idioms or
collocations -- could perhaps be treated in a more motivated way in a system which had a notion of standard metaphor. (This
proposal is cogently stated in [--- 85]; the sense of metaphor involved h e r e is that presented in e.g. [Lakoff & Johnson 80].) For
example, consider the metaphor "time is money". In a system which had a way of representing this association, a number of
collocations involving time -- "spend time", "waste time", "lose time" etc. -- are not random, but can be predicted from the
collocations involving money. Another set of expressions involving time, e.g. "time passed", "time flies", "the days marched
by in weary succession" etc., are derived from another standard metaphor for time, namely "time is a moving object". While
some of Mel'chuk's lexical functions have to do with standard metaphors of this sort, as far as I know his is the only system that
treats them systematically as such, although any system based on a taxonomic hierarchy with inheritance can simulate
metaphor after a fashion. For example, there is a popular metaphor " a computer is a conscious being", which is involved
when we refer to computers as agents of processes that normally only t a k e conscious agents, e.g. "the computer deleted my
files". In the Janus system, the only convenient way to represent this is by classifying the concept COMPUTER under
CONSCIOUS BEING in the semantic taxonomy. Ideally, however, it w o u l d be preferable not to commit one's taxonomy to the
claim that a computer is literally a conscious being, since we also talk about computers as unconscious objects; e.g. we
usually say "the computer that just went down", not "the computer who just went down".

5 . 5 . Choice
Ideally, a system should have some way of choosing between lexical items on other than purely grammatical and denotational
grounds. Human speakers take a variety of factors into consideration w h e n making lexical decisions. We use different words
for the same things depending on who we're talking to, what we're talking about, where we are, and what role we're playing. A
simple example is the observation that in more formal contexts English speakers tend to use Latinate words such as "expunge,
remove, infer" instead of Anglo-Saxon phrasal verbs like "wipe out, t a k e off, figure out". In addition to simply responding to
social context in the way we choose words, we can use words in a way which evoke or create a context for our utterances; for
instance, we can use borrowings from French in order to sound suave, or surfer slang in order to sound cool. We use more
general or more specific terms for the same thing depending on which of its characteristics we're interested in: ff we see a
friend careening towards a tree, we're more likely to say "watch out for that tree!" than "watch out for that eucalyptus!" or
"watch out for that plant!" And so on. We're a long way from having natural language generators that have the degree of
control over any level of linguistic choice, grammatical or lexical, that a serious treatment of these considerations would entail;
but we can design our systems such that such distinctions could be accomodated when we have the analyses to support them.

5.6. Conclusion
Lexicons play a wide varieties of roles in text generation systems, f r o m the very central one of providing the primary link
between form and meaning, to the quite peripheral one of finishing up after the grammar is done. Lexical phenomena such as
semantic relationships, syntactic classes, collocation and idioms have received vastly different amounts of attention in different
systems, while other phenomena such as metaphor and non-denotational meaning have received virtually none. Looking at
the capabilities of a wide range of generation lexicons provides an exhilirating sense of the potential for future systems, both
from the variety of phenomena that existing systems have dealt with, and from the challenges that still remain. I hope that
bringing a few of these phenomena to light in this paper will succeed in sparking the interest necessary to ensure the lexicon
the attention it warrants in text generation research.
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